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About This Game

Congratulations! We are delighted to welcome you to the Grand Academy for Future Villains, the world's finest evil preparatory
school, where unimaginable power begins with a world-class education!

The Grand Academy for Future Villains is a hilarious 200,000-word interactive novel by Katherine Nehring, where your choices
control the story. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Looking for a career as an evil overlord? A mad scientist? A megavillain, a wicked witch, a final boss? You’re not going to get
there without hard work, dedication, and thorough education. In the space between worlds, between genres, beyond time and

space itself, the Grand Academy for Future Villains trains the bad guys that every good story needs.

You, our hero--or our villain, rather--will arrive at the Academy ready to learn, but you'll quickly discover that there’s so much
more to villain school than getting good grades. As you navigate the school year, you’ll have the opportunity to:

 Secure an internship with a prestigious heartless corporation or megalomaniacal dictator

 Seduce a hero to the dark side (Attention students: do NOT allow yourself to be seduced by the forces of good!)

 Put in the extra hours at the lab to become an actual monster.
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 Pledge your family’s secret society and become worthy of--or defy--the grand destiny your family has mapped out for
you.

 Pay off your student loans (in the blood of your enemies, if necessary).

 Find true love, deadly rivalry, or both at the same time with your fellow students.

 Save your alma mater, take it over, betray it, or drop out in a blaze of glory.

Our alumni have gone on to dominate worlds, conquer galaxies, break hearts, and succumb to the creeping darkness in their
souls. The choices that you make at our school will determine whether you join their illustrious company.

Enroll today!
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My online wont wark. A great follow up to Vol. 1 XL and another classic PC game. Pretty similar to Vol 1 in terms of design
and layout, but if it ain't broke don't fix it. Well worth the price here.. pretty cool game although I'm not convinced playing the
drums translates really well to VR. Very fun if you just want something to screw around on. I made a 1.5 minute video review
here: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kAf1rkffYFU. Not nearly as fun and Puzzler World 1.

1. There is no fullscreen for higher resolutions\/screens - only windowed.
2. Somehow the whole engine is sticker\/slower - the engine just doesn't seem to work as well.
3. Puzzles seem simpler somehow. For instance the Word Search doesn't have as many words to find.

Sad, really. Seems they just don't care enough. Puzzler Word 1 is great. Simple but really good fun.. Good piece of software.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 dev. Instead of making it MV resource compatible as promised, the dude goes on and
separately releases a slightly unpgraded version. Although it would make my life slightly easier, I refuse to buy the upgraded
version. I feel cheated enough as is.. Rosebaker\u2019s Icy Treats is a simple yet addictive game. The game has you running an
ice cream truck spaceship making ice cream for customers. You have 4 sides of you ship: the ice cream and customer orders,
the sauce and cream dispensers, the fruit and deco dispensers, and the ordering machine where you order all your ingredients. In
the campaign you do shifts in different areas, doing shifts earn you points which unlock new areas and recipes that include new
ingredients to order. Plus, there's an endless mode where you finish orders at your leisure.

Pros:
Long Campaign
Unlocks Keep Adding to the Difficulty
Endless Mode
Fun Gameplay
Good Use of Roomscale

Cons:
Different Areas Don't Change Much Other Than the Background
Triggers for Grabbing on Oculus
Hand Position Off Center
Requires Roomscale
. It is a really good game if you like puzzle games. But if you don't like puzzle games then don't get this game.. Now this game
was funny, really funny. I'd say majority of the time me playing it was laughing from the comedy in it. It's become one of my
favorite romantic comedy based Visual Novels. The drama is just right and theres no bamboozles. Just the way I like it. But in
the end I have to say that Nene is Best Girl™. How can a girl thats a masturbation guru and an expert on ramen-eating etiquette
not be best girl? But I have to say Meguru is a close runner up.
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Shop-n-Spree provides an interesting variation on time-management games. Instead of a long linear system of similar sub-levels
to beat sequentially (3.1, 3.2, 3.3, etc.), each level (mall) contains fewer sub-levels (stores) that need to be unlocked and
repeated at the player's discretion to earn advancement points. This could easily be repetitive with an average time-management
game with little item diversity, but this game has many dozens of distinct items and even requires the player combine items to
make new ones. Kudos to their item artists for not being lazy!

As time-management games go, Shop-n-Spree is on the easier side because the customers are very patient. It's a excellent entry-
level game into the genre, but skilled players will probably crush it. The mini-games are infinitely repeatable to build up a
"magic box" buff that can be used in any store, again being very kind to the player.

One negative - there are restocking cards with pictures of the items next to the actual items. When gathering combos, it is too
easy to accidentally pick up the picture of the item, rather than the item, especially if the items are blue like the cards. If the
restock cards could only have been right-clicked, it would have been less annoying.

One moment of gameplay struck me as particularly funny - at the America mall, a customer asked to put a gift bow on a 2-liter
bottle of soda.. Viktor is a twin-stick run'n'gun sidescroller. While this is may not seem very original, there are actually only a
handful of modern run'n'gun shooters that are well made, so this is an impressive effort.

Pros:
- Good enemy variety
- Levels are decently challenging levels
- The boss fights are really well-designed , some of the best I've seen in a while
- You have a dash mechanic for platforming and dodging which makes the motion very fluid and energetic

Cons:
- Presentation is average, visuals are nothing special and soundtrack is pretty basic metal-ish fare
- Difficulty can be a bit uneven, especially considering the one-hit kill deaths
- It's a fairly short game padded by difficult levels a la Megaman. If you play on Normal it'll be rather brief.
- Ammo for the better weapons is scarce but your main weapons are pretty decent overall. Tough but fun.. A fun, little side
scrolling shooter that puts you in the 8bit shoots of a cop turned hitman in search of revenge for his brother, enjoy my short
video..

https:\/\/youtu.be\/tZAaRwoBtFY. I would love to see a "special" 2 hand great sword to match the outfit. I really dont care about
the stats on it except it should be competetive with Reikland great sword.

Other than that, then the outfit looks cool and the roleplay enhanced even further.. This game I have rather mixed feelings about
primarily due to the fact that the balancing in this game feels off a considerable amount. What I mean by this is that the early
game is exceedingly brutal and the further you get the easier things become. This is very strange when at the start of the game
everything kills you in one hit (no joke) and at the end due to the fact everything is vulnerable to status effects the final boss
literally CANNOT DAMAGE YOU, or can't damage you more than poison hurts him. I swear what is with developers making
poison like the deadliest status in the universe?

But besides that it is obvious the person who made this wanted to try and make something of his own. And he did a good job,
even if the writing is cringe worthy. That and the game ends on a cliffhanger that I kinda expected but not in the vein that the
game actually pulled off, so I was impressed to an extent. But the entire battle system feels like it needs an overhaul especially in
the early game. For example you get your first two party members at around the same time. However by the time I reached the
3rd they were both lv 6, and she was only lv 3. Sure it took a bit of grinding but she did catch up.

That and personally my biggest complaint is that at the start of the game you are dirt broke in every sense of the word, and by
end game you will inevitably have so much money that you don't know what to do with it! I had over 5k ducars at the end of the
game and there's virtually no shops to spend it on!!!!

That and there's very little equipment in the game. What put a bad taste in my mouth there is that the armor of light (supposedly
the best heavy armor in the game) has WORSE STATS than the orc armor that you can buy in the 2nd equipment shop you
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visit. THERE ARE ONLY 2 EQUIPMENT SHOPS WHAT THE BLECK????? Yeah that also feels like this game was majorly
shortened.. 75% wasn't quite enough off, bad laucher and a mouse required to use power ups..

But it's good to see a game like Wipeout about.. First review I've written for anything on steam in the 4years I've been on. I
totally love this DLC. I'm not totally familiar with the bells and whistles, literally, but it sounds pretty authentic. Personally, my
ONLY con about this, is that the passenger views aren't situated by the window seats. At least one side would have been okay,
though I would have prefer it on both. But this is totally worth the retail, and even better steal as a twin-pack. Highly
recommended!. One of the deepest. coolest strategy games ever.. I got addicted to the game within the first minute. Very
intuitive but also challenging gameplay. I do really like the swarm idea. Graphics and animations look gorgeous. This is the kind
of game I have waited for a really long time!

I\u2019m preparing myself for multiplayer matches!!
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